Circular

The JNU requires modern infrastructure and massive campus upgrading to meet its expanding academic functions, disciplines, and programmes. Until then, better management and optimal utilization of available space are critical for the growth of the University. A university-wide space audit is currently underway to optimize the existing infrastructure. The University is also in conversation with several Central agencies and state governments such as Assam, Karnataka, Maharashtra, Odissa, Tamil Nadu and others in promoting various Indian languages and towards establishing a School of Indian Languages and Civilization. The administration is tirelessly working for a better, more efficient and effective management of knowledge resources, including easy access to books, journals, materials and databases for the benefit of the entire JNU community. There is heavy pressure for space as many new programmes are being introduced and new faculty members have joined.

The concerned faculty and students are requested to cooperate in this regard.

(Registrar)

Circulation:

1. All concerned
2. Director, CIS – with the request to display the above circular at the University website/e-office/other online platforms.